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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

Discussion of the arts in the Soviet Union is necessarily-

limited by what is available in translation in this country. How-
ever, since the subject is nevertheless extensive, several of the

arts have been omitted from this study, notably painting, archi-

tecture, stage design, and the plastic arts.

The interest in this outline is in creative output rather than

in whether Russia's method is the wisest and best method to de-

velop artists. The regulation of the arts has, therefore, been ac-

cepted with slight comment. Those who are interested are re-

ferred to Kurt London's full discussion of Soviet organization

of the arts, and the relation of the Soviet Government to the arts,

in his book, The Seven Soviet Arts. This book, published in the

United States by the Yale University Press, is unfortunately out

of print but is available in some libraries.

In using this outline, it should be remembered that the phrase

"old Russia" refers to pre-1917 imperial Russia, and not merely
to Russia prior to the reign of Peter the Great, the period which
formerly was commonly termed "Old Russia. ,,

For preparation of the chapter on "Soviet Poetry and Its

Tsarist Background," our appreciation is due to Miss Elizabeth
Lawrence, author of A Southern Garden, and of the Library
Extension publication, Gardens of the South.
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CHAPTER I

OLD RUSSIA

"How old is our fatherland? As old as the Scythian mounds in

the steppes. A thousand years will not measure the road it has

trodden, will not encompass its age-old glory."

—Vladimir Kholodonsky

In their background of absolutism, repression, ignorance and

serfdom may be read, in part, the answer to the intensity and ex-

citement with which Soviet populations of today are developing

their national cultures, cultures in which their arts take so im-

portant and beautiful a part. That the Soviet peoples should

take aesthetic pleasure, for instance, in fictional and dramatic

representations of their accomplishments under the First and

Second Five-Year Plans should be accepted without question

after their centuries of backwardness and servility. Nor should

it come as a surprise that the Soviet citizen of today, with his

intense social consciousness, finds spiritual satisfaction and in-

spiration in the great humane literature of nineteenth century

Russia—in the works of Pushkin, Gogol, Turgenev, Tolstoy, and
Chekhov, to mention but a few of their literary heroes. It is

certainly not strange that the works of that friend of all unfor-

tunates, Maxim Gorky, who bridged the gap between old and new
Russia, have been published under the Soviets in more than two-

thirds of the one hundred-odd different languages spoken in the

Soviet Union.

Not only the spirit and subject matter of Soviet art, with its

emphasis on truth of idea and emotion, but frequently its form
can better be understood in the light of the past. Taking again

an example from literature, against the deep canvas of the

Russian past it seems but natural that the finest Soviet novel yet

written, Mikhail Sholokhov's story of Cossack life, The Silent

Don, in its breadth and richness is in direct line of descent from
the greatest of all Russian novelists, Leo Tolstoy. Again, Rus-

sian classic opera and ballet, perfected under the tsars for the

entertainment of a lavish and beauty-loving society, though
subject in the Soviet to experiment for the sake of content, are

today produced in their tradition of technical perfection. The
theatre, also subject to innovation at times startling and not
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always pleasing, continues the tradition of the old Russian

theatre, in stagecraft and technique admittedly the finest theatre

in the world.

To be noted, too, is the fact that even before the recent de-

structive struggle through which they have passed, the Soviets

came to a new realization of the continuity of their history, cul-

ture, and, particularly, of their art, and of the tremendous part

which past greatness and character may play in the formation of

character for the future. More and more frequently Soviet

artists are looking to the past for subjects and more and more
effectively Soviet art is being used to reinterpret Russian his-

tory, to recreate Russian heroes, and to explain the Russian to

himself. In film, novel, and play figures from old Russia are

being brought to life : great sovereigns such as Ivan the Terrible

and Peter the Great
;
great generals such as Catherine the Great's

Suvorov, and Kutuzov, whom Napoleon is said to have called

"the old fox of the north" ; Alexander Nevsky, who on Lake

Peipus in 1242 defeated and turned back the German knights

of the Baltic ; Dmitri of the Don, who in the fourteenth century

fought the Tatars gloriously; the butcher, Cosmo Minin, and the

prince, Dmitri Pozharsky, who together expelled the invader

from Russia and brought to an end the Time of Troubles in the

seventeenth century; and the peasant hero, the Don Cossack

Stenka Razin, who in 1667-1671 waged bitter class war against

the rich and merciless boyars.

It is obviously impossible to do more in a limited study than to

gain a general knowledge of the history of Russia. For those

who have the leisure, Sir Bernard Pares* History is recommended
for its thorough analysis of events and of social and economic

problems, and for the brilliance of perspective. A less arduous

study may be made from George Vernadsky's History or from
Pares' delightful short study of Russia.

1. Serfdom

"For nothing mutilates a man so terribly as patience, submission

to the force of external conditions."

—Maxim Gorky

1. Background

Discuss briefly the extent and boundaries of the Soviet Union, moun-
tain ranges, rivers, and climate.

Describe the four natural zones into which the Soviet is divided—Arc-

i
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tic region, forest, black soil belt, and salt plains—and mention the wild

life, distinctive vegetation, and extensive natural resources of each.

Analyze the fundamental characteristics of the backbone of Slavic

Russia, the peasant; note influence of natural surroundings, forests,

steppes and great rivers.

2. Beginnings of the Russian Empire

Outline the sweep of peoples in early centuries across the present

Soviet lands—Scythians and Sarmatians, Goths, Huns, Khazars, and

Pechenegs. Note the Lithuanian and Finnish tribes to the north, the

persistent Slav occupation, and the part played by Viking trader-war-

riors in the birth of the Russian Empire.

Discuss briefly: the role of Kiev (882-1299) in Russian history;

Novgorod the Great and Alexander Nevsky; the consequences of the

Tatar conquest (1228-1480) ; the emergence and dominance of Moscow
(1263-1582), with especial reference to John the Dread (Ivan the Terri-

able) ; the Byzantine influence on religion, culture, and law; Russia's

growth to the East, her isolation from the West, and John the Dread's

attempt to secure an alliance with Queen Elizabeth of England; the

Time of Troubles (1584-1613), and the election of Michael Romanoff.

Develop the relationship between Russia's struggle to maintain
herself against attack from East and West, and the growth of a state

based on serfdom.

3. Peter and Catherine

What did the boyar, Prince M. Shcherbatov, mean when he wrote that

Peter the Great "bullied" Russia into civilization? How did Peter offend

the old nobility? What was his attitude toward serfdom and what did he
do about it?

Discuss the significance of Catherine the Great's own draft of the
Instruction as compared with her acts as sovereign. Describe social con-

ditions in Russia in Catherine's reign as evidenced by the debates in

the Great Commission (December 1766-June 1768) and the sub-com-
missions.

Special Reference:

A History of Russia, by Bernard Pares, chaps. 1-15.

2. Revolution
"—the silent economic forces of the people."

—Pares

1. The Revolutionary Spirit

In spite of his tyrannical power, what did Paul I do to leaven the lot

of the serf? What was the effect of his action on enlightened Russians?
Discuss the rising of the Decembrists as the first act in the Russian

Revolution; note the effect of the French Revolution and the spread of
democratic ideas by men returning from the war with Napoleon's armies.
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Describe the evils of bureaucracy in Russia as exemplified in the

reign of Nicholas I.

Did the liberation of the serfs in 1861 materially improve their con-

dition? What had the serf meant when he said to his master, "We are

yours, but the land is ours"?

Present from the American point of view the state of the people in a

country where the government was alarmed by the Liberal Programme of

Alexander Hertzen.

Review briefly the development of a great creative literature under

the repressive regimes of nineteenth century Russia.

Trace the growth of the revolutionary spirit among the student-in-

telligentsia of the universities. Who were the Narodniki? Why did they

fail? What was the object of the Society "Land and Liberty"?

2. The People

Explain the meaning of the peasant who said of the public attitude

toward the government of Nicholas II, "Five years ago, there was belief

and fear; now the belief is gone, and only the fear remains."

Discuss the use of the general strike in the disturbances of 1905.

Summarize the part played in the Revolution of 1917 by each of the

following: the Tsarina; Russia's reverses in the World War; the army,

the workers, and the peasants; the Duma; the Council of Delegates

(Soviet); Kerensky and the Provisional Government; Lenin and the

Bolsheviks.

Special References

:

Village Life Under the Soviets, by Karl Borders, chaps. 1, 3.

A History of Russia, by Bernard Pares, chaps. 16-24.

Ten Days That Shook the World, by John Reed.

USSR, by Walter Duranty, chaps. 1, 2.

Additional References ; (For both topics)

The Russia I Believe In; The Memoirs of Samuel N. Harper, 1902-1941,
edited by Paul V. Harper.

A Picture History of Russia, edited by John Stuart Martin.
Russia, by Bernard Pares.

Peoples of the USSR, by Anna Louise Strong.

A History of Russia, by George Vernadsky.



CHAPTER II

"A NEW CIVILIZATION"

"The Russian folk has too much common sense and

clarity and positiveness of mind, and therein, it may be, lies the

enormous scope of its historic destinies in the future."

—Belinski (1847)

"In classical literature," the late Soviet novelist and play-

wright, Alexei Tolstoy, wrote, "there is pity, sorrow for man,

and a sharing of his suffering ; in Soviet literature, a real actual

struggle to build the condition for human happiness. In the

former there is psychological humanness, in the latter, historical

humanness, defined by the very content of the people's ideals and

strivings."

In this statement Tolstoy had reference to literature only, yet

in it is contained a clear definition of the function of all art as

envisioned by the Socialist state. For in the Socialist state the

artist is looked upon as a partner with government in the task

of changing the world for the good of man. Prior to the Revolu-

tion of 1917 art in Russia, like property, was a prerogative of

the upper classes. The theatre was closed to the masses; the

ballet was primarily for the pleasure of the court ; literature was
confined to the small percentage of the population who could

read. Subsequent to the Revolution, art was transformed into

a vital instrument of government for the education and enjoy-

ment of the people, an instrument which, in the words of Lenin,

"should unite and elevate the feelings, thoughts, and will of the

masses." With a full realization of the potential teaching value

of the arts, together with a genuine desire to raise the cultural

level, the Bolsheviks set up within the Government a bureau for

their organization, control, and encouragement. Especially in

the early years artists were expected to use their talents precise-

ly for the instruction and cultivation of the masses, and to find

their subjects for the most part in current military, political,

economic, and social Bolshevik struggle.

We are inclined in the United States to dismiss this approach
to art as one of propaganda. But to the people of the Soviet

Union the arts in their extensive, even exhaustive, use of material

of current interest have afforded, in addition to esthetic enjoy-
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ment, an animate picture of a vigorous, provocative Soviet socie-

ty. In their novels, short stories, plays, and films, they have a

running history of their state: the early, apparently hopeless

but ultimately victorious, struggles of the Red Guards; social

and economic reconstruction after the Civil War ; conflict of the

new ideology with the established traditions of marriage, family,

and religion ; detailed accounts of industrialization, including the

epic building of the Dnieper Dam, large scale electrification, and

the transformation of the northern wilderness into centers of

industry; grim class war; conquest of the Arctic; agricultural

collectivization; development beyond the Urals and the great

factory removal from West to East; the German invasion, and

war. Even poetry and music have made the attempt to picture

for the Socialist the amazing political and economic present,

the one producing poems on food shortages and the New Eco-

nomic Policy, and the other, compositions to embody the guiding

principles of the Socialist state.

Since Soviet art in many of its manifestations is the story of

the Soviet Union and the Soviet citizen, knowledge of the Soviet

background is essential to a proper understanding of the arts

in this new state.

1. The State

"Will passionately and you can achieve anything, overcome

everything."

—Stalin

1. Interim Years

Describe briefly the course of events in Russia during the period of

/ War Communism (1917-1921), with especial reference to the Civil War
and Intervention, hostile workers and peasantry, and famine.

In what sense did the New Economic Policy constitute a retreat from
Communism? What three "dominating heights" did Lenin retain?

Discuss striking features of the structure of the State as revised by
Stalin in 1923. Note particularly the division by nationalities and the

abolition of racial discrimination.

2. Government and Party

Summarize the provisions most interesting to an American in the

Constitution of 1936. Note the discussion by Edgar Snow. Would this

constitution explain the Soviet citizen's claim to unlimited freedom of

equal opportunity?

In what sense is the apparatus of government in the USSR demo-
cratic? Illustrate by the characteristic Russian election at Maslov Kut
as Karl Borders saw it in 1926. Are Soviet populations, in the thorough-
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ness and intensity with which they discuss public questions, the heirs of

a Russian tradition?

Discuss the Communist Party, the "leading core" of the Soviet Union,

with especial attention to membership, functions, influence, and pres-

tige. Outline the training program, and the obligations and privileges

of a Communist Party member. How does the Komsomol contribute to the

influence and prestige of the Party?

Summarize Duranty's accounts of the "man-made famine" of Russia's

"iron age," the treason trials, and the great purge.

Characterize Stalin, using particularly the accounts of Duranty,

Lauterbach, and Williams.

3. Planning

Explain the function and working of Gosplan. Summarize the ob-

jectives of the three Five-Year Plans; include some comment on the

liquidation of the kulaks.

What did the Russian planner mean by the remark that "The squeak-

ing wheel gets the grease"? By what process, as described by Williams,

does the village of Kvalinsk, for instance, get what it needs?

Do you agree that if Soviet planning changed the face of the Russian

land, it likewise changed the character of the Russian people? Or do

you agree with Lenin that the Russian masses are a resolute people with

a capacity for sacrificing and suffering, and an ability to grasp large

political ideas, a people of great creative and constructive force?

Special References

:

Village Life Under the Soviets, by Karl Borders, pp. 107-125.

USSR, by Walter Duranty, chaps. 3-5, 7-20.

These Are the Russians, by Richard E. Lauterbach, pp. 92-121.

History of Russia, by Bernard Pares, chaps. 25,26.

People On Our Side, by Edgar Snow, pp. 216-226.

The Russians, by Albert Rhys Williams, pp. 70-107.

Pamphlets:

Constitution of the U.S.S.R.

A Family of Nations: The Soviet Union.

2. The People

" of all the valuable capital which the world possesses the most
valuable is people."

—Stalin

1. Industry

Describe briefly the set-up, management, and other interesting aspects
of State-owned and of self-governing industries in the Soviet Union.
What is the function of the Factory Committee and the Communist cell?

Tell of the Painting Artel of Palekh.
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Discuss the organization, functions, and opportunities of labor unions
in Russia. Why are these unions rated the biggest insurance company
in the world?

Review some of the most interesting material on industry beyond the

Urals.

2. Agriculture

What may a farmer in the Soviet Union today own for himself and
family? What are his obligations if he belongs to a kolhoz? If he works
on a Sovhoz? What does the State insure him that gives him a sense

of security and importance?

Could Bernard Shaw apply his famous phrase, "the idiocy of village

life," to the kolhoz as described by Snow and by Williams?

Explain the function and importance of Machine Tractor Stations.

3. Education, the Family, and the Future

In what notable respects do Soviet educational ideals depart from
those of the tsars? Describe some of the most interesting schools, such

as the Labor Reserve Schools, the Forest Schools, the Suvorov Military

Schools, etc.

What did Lenin mean when he called the Soviet press the "collective

organizer" of the life of the nation? Comment on Pravda's advice to

peasant correspondents : "Write about things that have a social signifi-

cance: All that you see in nature or life that gives joy or pain to your

heart; all our successes and all our sad failures."

On what grounds do observers agree that the Soviets have really

offered more to women than to men? What is the attitude of the Soviet

Government today to the institution of marriage and the family? On the

evidence, do you think that the Government's great interest in the

welfare of the child is a disruptive influence?

To the best of present knowledge, explain the situation with reference

to religious sects in the Soviet Union today.

Review briefly the opportunities offered to youth. What does the

Komsomol mean when he says, "There can be giants among us too"?

Is the point well taken that in Russia the gist of the "Soviet concept

of freedom" is "freedom for something," while in America "freedom

primarily implies absence of restraint" or "freedom from something"?

4. Soviet Capital

Discuss the variety, distribution, and racial elements of present popu-

lations in the Soviet Union.

What opportunities for living does the Government offer the multi-

tudes of non-Slavic peoples that they did not know under their former

rulers? The Kirghiz, for instance, or the Tadjiks?

Does the remark of the Tadjik, "The past was a stairway of years

carpeted with pain. On its ruins we build a bright new life," illuminate

the magnificent fighting spirit of the Red Army, the fortitude of the

Soviet citizen, the confidence in the future?
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Special References

:

USSR, by Walter Duranty, chaps. 6, 21.

These Are the Russians, by Richard E. Lauterbach, pp. 1-25, 180-282.

People on Our Side, by Edgar Snow, pp. 103-117, 137-156, 222-224.

Peoples of the USSR, by Anna Louise Strong.

The Russians, by Albert Rhys Williams, pp. 1-69, 108-239.

Pamphlets :

A Family of Nations: The Soviet Union.

Soviet Culture in Wartime, No. 3, 1945, pp. 5-10, 12-15.

Additional References: (for both topics)

Soviet Russia: A Living Record and a History, by William Henry
Chamberlin.

Mission to Moscow, by Joseph E. Davies.

Impressions of Soviet Russia, by John Dewey.

Dreiser Looks at Russia, by Theodore Dreiser.

The Russia I Believe In: The Memoirs of Samuel N. Harper, 1902-1941,

edited by Paul V. Harper.

The Government of the Soviet Union, by Samuel N. Harper.

Mother Russia, by Maurice Hindus.

The Secret of Soviet Strength, by Hewlett Johnson.

The Soviet Power: The Socialist Sixth of the World, by Hewlett Johnson.

A Picture History of Russia, edited by John Stuart Martin.

The Curtain Rises, by Quentin Reynolds.

Soviet Communism: A New Civilization, by Sidney and Beatrice Webb.
Moscow War Diary, by Alexander Werth.

One World, by Wendell Willkie.

Magazine

:

Life, Special Issue, USSR, March 29, 1943.



CHAPTER III

SHORT STORIES OF OLD RUSSIA

"To Englishmen or Frenchmen, Germans or Italians, polite

literature is only one form for the expression of national feeling

and thought: to the intelligent Russian, without a free press,

without the liberty of assembly, without the right to free expression

of opinion, literature became the last refuge of his freedom of

thought, the only means of propagating higher ideas. He expected

and demanded of his country's literature not merely aesthetic recrea-

tion: he placed it at the service of everything noble and good, of

his aspirations, of the enlightening and emancipation of the spirit."

—Alexander Bruckner

Following the Revolution of 1917 a determined effort was
made by the extreme left wing in the Soviet Union to destroy,

to outlaw, or to ignore every inheritance from the past. History,

the extremist said, should begin with the Revolution. Since art

was to be an instrument of the State, the art of tsarist Russia was
naturally subjected to furious attack. Old ideas were dead, the

argument ran, and, logically, old expression and form were no

longer of value. The Socialist should create for himself new art

forms for new social content.

Fortunately, as we know, more conservative ideas ultimately

prevailed. The art of the past in its best manifestations was
preserved for the educational and cultural benefit both of the

masses and of young Soviet artists. The Soviet citizen was not

only permitted, but encouraged by his government to enjoy

and profit by his heritage.

In this heritage, the prose and poetry of nineteenth century

Russia is preeminent. Prior to the nineteenth century Russia

had produced no literature of particular note, but with the nine-

teenth century came Russia's great poets and the fine humane
school of realistic writers in whose work the social life of old

Russia was reflected with truth and power. Today the work of

these writers is an integral part of the Soviet cultural program
and a living influence in Soviet thought and life. Published by

the State in the necessary languages, it is required reading in

school and college curriculums and in Communist Party training

programs. For hundreds of thousands of Soviet readers it is

also pure delight.
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This chapter is devoted to the short stories of six men whose

lives spanned the nineteenth century, and of one who lived to

become a link between tsarist Russia and the Soviet Union. Of

them the poet, Alexander Pushkin (1799-1837), the founder of

Russian literature as we know it, is the most generally beloved.

He not only made of the Russian language a flexible, subtle, and

vigorous instrument for poetry and prose, but in the grace and

fidelity to national life with which he wrote he exerted an in-

calculable influence on Russian literature.

Born ten years after Pushkin, Nikolay Gogol (1809-1852),

who is often called "the father of modern Russian realism," in-

troduced into national literature the social trend with which it

has ever since been identified. His realistic approach to Rus-

sian life, his social conscience, and the rich satiric delight in

living expressed in much of his work greatly influenced all who
followed him.

In direct literary descent from Gogol was Ivan Turgenev

(1818-1883), an artist of noble temperament, whose short

stories, sketches, and novels are remarkable both for the truth

and subtlety with which they depict the Russian scene, and for

the beauty of prose style and perfection of form. Turgenev's

contemporary, Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821-1881), a writer of

psychological subtlety and great compassion, devoted himself to

novels and short stories noteworthy for their studies of life's

failures and outcasts. In his novels, particularly, he is often dif-

ficult to follow but no reader can deny the overwhelming power
of his deep humanity.

The fifth artist in this group, Count Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910),

is in the opinion of many the world's greatest novelist. In his

writings, which included also short stories and plays, he was
the supreme realist and the supreme moralist. In contrast to

Tolstoy, Anton Chekhov (1860-1904), well known to America
through his plays and short stories, though he wrote of the

Russian scene truthfully and with great sympathetic insight,

was in no sense a crusader. His work is objective, sure in form
and content, of amazing variety of scene and character, and of

unfailing interest.

Eight years Chekhov's junior was his friend, Alexis Maxi-

movich Peshcov, bitter crusader and lusty lover of life, who wrote

under the pen name of Maxim Gorky (1868-1936). Escaping
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the Tsar's police, Gorky became after 1917 a potent influence

in the Soviet literary world.

1. The Truth of Humanity

"The sight of human affairs deserves admiration and pity. They
are worthy of respect, too."

—Joseph Conrad

1. The Founder of Russian Literature: Pushkin

"The Queen of Spades" is Pushkin's best known short story. Discuss

the skilful blending of romantic and realistic material, the masterly use

of superstition and credulity, the ironic touches.

"The Undertaker" shows a different facet of the storyteller's genius.

Comment on the expert choice of detail, the underlying wit, and the

perfection of the last sentence.

2. The Father of Modern Russian Realism: Gogol

"The Overcoat" is perfect realism. Show how Gogol recreates by the

use of cumulative detail the pitiful life, character, and surroundings of

the little clerk. Note his scorn for the cruelty and inefficiency of the

official class, and his masterly use of the supernatural at the end, afford-

ing the reader satisfaction on behalf of the clerk.

In "Old World Landowners" Gogol said the extraordinarily secluded

life and surroundings of such people had an "inexpressible charm" for

him. By what means does he convey that charm? Discuss the use of

color, sound, movement, and smell, the gentle humor, the relation of

nature's moods to those of man, the delightful manner in which Gogol

develops the tender relationship between the old couple.

3. The Friend of Life's Failures: Dostoevsky

"An Honest Thief" and "The Peasant Marey" together tell of

compassion for a lost soul, the "deep and humane civilized feeling" of

"a coarse brutally ignorant Russian serf" for a frightened child, and the

writer's own tremendous humanity in a Siberian prison camp. Sum-
marize and comment on the three episodes.

4. The Serene Aristocrat: Turgenev
In "A Lear of the Steppes" Turgenev speaks of "how profoundly and

truly" Shakespeare's types "were taken from the very heart of human-
ity." Are the characters of Turgenev's stories taken from the heart

of the Russia of his day? Discuss several of the most striking: the

marvelous gallery of peasants in "The Singers"; the deaf-mute

in "Moomoo"; Alexey Sergeich in "Old Portraits"; or Harlov,

the Lear of the steppes. Comment on distinctive Russian charac-

teristics as shown in these men: love of music and gayety, sensibility,

superstition, fatalism, the Russian conscience, attitude toward death, love

of nature and animals, etc.
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Turgenev is particularly noted for his characterization of women.

Describe one, noting her place in the society of the day: Anna or her

sister, Yevlampia, in "A Lear of the Steppes"; Malanya Pavlovna in

"Old Portraits"; or Lukerya in "Living Relics."

Develop the relationship as pictured in these stories between the land-

owner and the serf. Tell the story of the serf, Ivan, in "Old Portraits."

Special References:

A Guide to Russian Literature, by Moissaye J. Olgin.

A Treasury of Great Russian Short Stories, edited by Avrahm Yarmol-

insky.

Additional References:

An Outline of Russian Literature, by Maurice Baring.

A Literary History of Russia, by Alexander Bruckner.

The Brothers Karamazov ; Crime and Punishment; House of Death, by

F. M. Dostoevsky.

Dead Souls; Evenings on a Farm Near Dikanka; Taras Bulba, by

Nikolay Gogol.

Nikolai Gogol, by Vladimir Nabokov.

Essays on Russian Novelists, by William Lyon Phelps.

The Poems, Prose, and Plays of Pushkin, Modern Library Edition.

A Sportsman's Sketches, by Ivan Turgenev.

Anthology of Russian Literature From the Earliest Period to the Present

Time, by Leo Wiener.

Magazines:

The Atlantic Monthly, v. 172, Nov. '43:78-81, "Notes on Russian

Literature," by Edmund Wilson; Dec. '43: 79-83; v. 173, Jan.

'44:78-80.

2. Clear Minds and Warm Hearts
" 'Tis a base

Abandonment of reason to resign

Our right of thought."

—Lord Byron

1. "The Conscience of Russia": Tolstoy

How is the conscience of Russia manifested in such stories as "After

the Ball" and "Alyosha"? Discuss the two faces of tsarist Russia as re-

vealed in "After the Ball."

Comment on "The Death of Ivan Ilyich" as a superb piece of realistic

writing and an illuminating picture of Russian official life and charac-

ter. Is the humanity of Gerasim a redeeming note?

Describe what interests you most in the story "Polikushka" : the

absolute authority of the mistress; peasant characters and life; the

recruiting system.
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2. The Master Storyteller: Chekhov

"Peasants" is one of Chekhov's great stories. Discuss as described in

that story the condition of the peasantry subsequent to the emancipation.

What, apparently, was the Government's sole interest in these people?

Compare the life of factory workers as pictured in "A Woman's King-

dom."

Judging by "The Schoolmistress" and "The Man in a Case," what was
the state of education in rural Russia?

Comment on the influence of bureaucracy on Russian character as

presented in "Anna on the Neck," "The Man in a Case," and "The

Name-Day Party."

Do you agree with Lysevich of "A Woman's Kingdom" in his ani-

mated comment on nineteenth century literature? Note his admiration

of de Maupassant and his description of Turgenev.

3. The Revolutionary: Gorky

Without reference necessarily to Russia, discuss Gorky's stories

as works to be enjoyed: the telling realism, the charm, and the sensi-

bility of "Twenty-Six Men and a Girl"; the color and vigor and warm
human feeling of "Birth of a Man"; the pathos of "The Clown"; the

gusty beauty of "Going Home"; the courage and tenderness of "Lullaby."

Special References:

A Treasury of Russian Literature, edited by Bernard Guilbert Guerney.

A Guide to Russian Literature, by Moissaye J. Olgin.

A Treasury of Great Russian Short Stories, edited by Avrahm
Yarmolinsky.

Additional References:

An Outline of Russian Literature, by Maurice Baring.

A Literary History of Russia, by Alexander Bruckner.

The Short Stories of Anton Tchekov, Modern Library Edition.

Bystander; Magnet; My Childhood; My University Days; Notes

from a Diary, by Maxim Gorky.

Essays on Russian Novelists, by William Lyon Phelps.

Tolstoy and His Wife, by Tikhon Polner.

Anna Karenina; Resurrection; Twenty-Three Tales; War and Peace,

by Leo Tolstoy.



CHAPTER IV

THREE CLASSIC PLAYS OF OLD RUSSIA

"Whatever tends to invigorate, to extend, or to adorn the mind

rises instantly to a high value."

—Alexis de Tocqueville

Vitally important and valuable in the cultural and aesthetic

program of the Soviet theatre today are the classic dramas of old

Russia. Prior to 1917 the Russian theatre was admittedly pre-

eminent among the theatres of the world. Brilliant staging and

acting brought to life plays unsurpassed in any country in their

portrayal of the national scene. But the theatre was a luxury

reserved from the masses and this brilliance was enjoyed almost

exclusively by the court and the ruling classes. Production in any

language other than Russian was generally forbidden, and the-

atres of subject nationalities were either closed or continually

persecuted by the police. But the Bolsheviks on coming to

power threw open the doors of the theatres, establishment of

national theatres was encouraged, and for their use classic

dramas were translated into the varied languages of the new
Union. An exciting and hitherto forbidden world was revealed.

The Soviet citizen, who in countless millions had never seen a

play, now saw the plays of old Russia in all of their vigor, wit,

and charm.

The first great distinctively Russian play, "The Inspector

General," a comedy, was written by Gogol in 1836. Prior to Gogol

the Russian stage had been given over to drama derived from
other countries and to translations. Following him, Alexander

Ostrovsky (1823-1886) created a national drama of penetrating

social criticism, devoted in his own case to the vices and virtues

of the Russian middle class. Of the dramatists subsequent to

Ostrovsky the finest were Chekhov and Gorky, both of whom
wrote in the imaginative Russian realistic tradition.

"The Inspector General," "The Cherry Orchard" (1903) by
Chekhov, and "The Lower Depths" (1902) by Gorky, are repre-

sentative of the Russian classics which today are living works
in the repertoire of the Soviet theatre. Three of the world's

fine plays, they are superb portrayals of aspects of the Russian
character. The first is hilarious revelation of the weaknesses of
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the Russian official class ; the second is a sensitive study of the

mind and heart of landowning Russians ; and the third is biting,

rollicking, brutal give-and-take of Russia's tragic outcasts.

Of the three, "The Inspector General" only is in the well-made

tradition, with an orderly, developed plot. Written with radiant

wit and spontaneity and with a sound grasp of official vices, it is

as vital and as true today as it was a hundred years ago. It has

been continuously popular in Russia. In the early 1930's, ir-

reverently edited and staged by the shockingly original Russian

director Meierhold, it swept not only the Soviet Union but west-

ern Europe as well.

Critics have accused Chekhov of beginning and ending in the

middle of things, and of expressing only the tragedy, insignifi-

cance, and futility of life. This is obviously unfair, as any care-

ful student of "The Cherry Orchard" will discover. Beneath the

surface talk and movement of this play Chekhov weaves a subtle

pattern of inner realism of mind and soul. The gradual revela-

tion of character is incomparable. Madame Ranevsky, Gayef,

Lopakhin, Trophimof and their companions emerge of them-

selves, take shape in the lines of the play, and live in the sensitive

realism of its atmosphere.

Like "The Cherry Orchard," Gorky's play is one of character,

with little or no emphasis on plot. It is a play of harlots, thieves,

drunkards and beggars, of people Gorky had known in his early

years of working in the lower depths of society and of wander-

ing as a tramp over the face of Russia. Though apparently with-

out form, this play too weaves a pattern. People come and go,

they talk, they speculate and philosophize; there is rivalry and

jealousy, drunkenness, murder and suicide; there are fleeting

moments of tense import and long stretches of apparently aim-

less incident and dialogue ; there is all of the confusion of daily

life. But out of the confusion emerges character, and through it

pulses the atmosphere of life.

Certainly there is in both "The Cherry Orchard" and "The

Lower Depths" the ugliness, the tragedy, the insignificance, and

the futility of life as it appears, but there is more, too. Chekhov's

play is colored with music, dancing, singing, sleight of hand, and

lively conversation. Side by side with the sorrows and disap-

pointments of living, he places numerous reminders of the beauty

and happiness of life—flowers, sunrise, young poplars, vistas of
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the cherry orchard, the song of birds, a shepherd's pipe, family

tenderness. Gorky, aware of the sordid brutality of his subject,

does not forget the tigerish and childish pleasures of his "grey

souls.
,,

Into "The Lower Depths" come card games, friendly

drinking, part-singing, the music of a concertina, dancing. Add-

ed to this is the gaudy thread of native humor, the quick ex-

change of nimble minds, colorful phrases in which the charac-

ters describe themselves and each other. In contrast to the deg-

radation, dwarfed mentalities, and brutality, there is burning

audacity of mind and agonized groping toward a higher life.

It is this quality of mind and expression of frank longing, com-

bined with earnest eager discussion of life, which communicates

to the two plays a sense of aspiration, a vitality, and a compel-

ling thoughtfulness.

1. Brilliant Comedy

The Inspector General, by Nikolay Gogol

This is comedy excellently constructed around a very simple plot. Sum
up the plot, noting the manner in which Gogol sends the audience away
amused both at what they have seen and at what is just beginning when
the curtain falls.

Gogol is sometimes called the Dickens of Russia. With this in mind
for contrast and similarity, discuss several of the most entertaining

characters, noting Gogol's own remarks on them. Is there more than

a hint of caricature in Gogol's gay mockery?

The play is delightful with unexpected witty diversions and sudden

mirthful revelations of character. Select passages which illustrate.

Would you call this 1) social satire, 2) farce, 3) comedy with a moral,

or 4) simply marvelous foolery? Since the days of Gogol the critics have

been unable to agree.

Special Reference

:

"The Inspector General," by Nikolay Gogol, in A Treasury of Russian

Life and Humor, edited by John Cournos.

Additional References

:

Nikolai Gogol, by Vladimir Nabokov.

Essays on Russian Novelists, by William Lyon Phelps.

2. A Play of Subtle Fragrance...

The Cherry Orchard, by Anton Chekhov

Summarize the situation in this play and point out the symbolism:

the cherry orchard, the felling of the trees, the sad and mysterious note,

etc.
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Discuss characters representative of the old Russia and of the Russia

of Chekhov's day: of the old, Madame Ranevsky, Gayef, Simeonof-

Pishtchik, Firs; of the new, Lopakhin.

"You are bolder, honester, deeper than we are," Madame Ranevsky

says to the student, "but reflect, show me just a finger's breadth of

consideration, take pity on me." Explain what she means, and discuss

the subtle, beautiful manner in which Chekhov develops in the scene be-

tween these two the essential isolation of the individual soul, and the gulf

between the idealistic, forward-looking young man and the experienced

woman.
Chekhov wrote his wife that "The Cherry Orchard" was not a "drama,

but a comedy, sometimes even farce." Do you agree? Discuss the

humorous elements: the warm-hearted absurdities of Madame Ranevsky

and Gayef, for instance, or unlucky Epikhodov, charming Dunyasha, vain

Yasha, the gentle humor of family relationships, the mocking humor of

Trophimof, perhaps even the general tendency to weep at any moment.

Stanislavsky, the great director of the Moscow Art Theatre which

produced Chekhov's plays, said the charm of "The Cherry Orchard" lay

"in its elusive, subtle fragrance." Discuss this fragrance, selecting

characters and passages to illustrate. Does the musical cadence of the

writing come through even in translation?

Would you say that "The Cherry Orchard" was "the last echo of a

disappearing age" in Russia, or would you agree that it was also an inti-

mation of the future? Was Trophimof purely an idealist or was there

truth for Russia in much that he said? Discuss the ideas in his speeches

in Act II beginning "Mankind marches forward, perfecting its strength,"

and "All Russia is our garden."

Special Reference:

"The Cherry Orchard," by Anton Chekhov, in Chief Contemporary

Dramatists, First Series, selected and edited by Thomas H. Dickinson.

Additional References

:

The Plays of Anton Tchekov, Modern Library Edition.

The Seagull, by Anton Chekhov, translated by Stark Young.

Anton Chekhov: The Voice of Twilight Russia, by Princess Nina

Andronikova Toumanova.

Magazines:

Theatre Arts Monthly, Sept. '36:665, "The Scene in Europe: Russia

in England," by Ashley Dukes; Oct. '38:737, "Gulls and Chekhov,"

by Stark Young.
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3. The Quality of Music

The Lower Depths, by Maxim Gorky

Describe the curious and interesting locale of this play, mentioning

also the wretched back alley of the third act.

Tell of those who people the lodging and of the general noisome

depravity of their lives. Do you find any redeeming qualities in any of

them? Peppel, for instance, or Natasha? In what way do the several

honest workers contribute to the general atmosphere of wretchedness?

Introduce Luka. How does he differ from the others? Does his in-

terference ultimately make for good or for evil?

What, apparently, is Gorky's own attitude toward his characters?

Do the sympathetic characterizations, the racy dialogue, and the complete

evocation of the lives, feelings, and thoughts of these people compensate

for lack of formal plot? Discuss.

Does the play offer a solution to the general corrosive misery?

Satin's philosophy of the "better man," perhaps? Or Luka's voluble

optimism? Discuss the social implications of the play.

Bakshy says that in this play there is the quality of music, "music

which springs from the interplay of brilliantly expressed ideas and

striking characterizations." Select passages which illustrate this

quality.

Special Reference:

"The Lower Depths," in Seven Plays of Maxim Gorky, translated by
Alexander Bakshy.

Additional Reference:

Maxim Gorky and His Russia, by Alexander Kaun.



CHAPTER V

THE PEOPLE'S THEATRE

"We are eager, fierce, enthusiastic—sensitive to the whole world

around us. We want art that is cleansing and creative. We want

clear forms full of ideas and throbbing with intensity. We want

to listen and to learn from today, and keep our eyes and ears open

to the morrow we seek to learn every day from past as from

contemporary art; sometimes we learn even from hostile ideas."

—A Young Soviet Regisseur

Of the arts, that of the theatre is the most dearly beloved by

the Russian people. To this love, this inherent theatrical passion,

was due the fact that when so much was destroyed by the

Revolution of 1917 the theatre of old Russia was not only pre-

served but was nourished with every means of money and in-

terest at the Government's command. Prior to their rise to

power, the Bolsheviks had determined on their attitude toward

the theatre, and immediately upon taking office, as People's Com-
missar for Public Education, Anatol Lunatcharsky stated that

position.

"We intend," he wrote, "above all, to preserve, to ennoble,

and to bring nearer to the great mass of the population, the

theatres of the past in their finest form, from the point of view

of their psychological character and of the richness of their

historic patrimony; secondly, we shall by all the means in our

power encourage the multiplication of new studios, which must
create the new revolutionary actor and a new system of revolu-

tionary theatrical production ; we shall do everything that we can

to ensure that these studios recruit the highest possible propor-

tion of active artistic force from among the proletariat and the

peasantry."

A man of vision and of long experience as a connoisseur of art,

Lunatcharsky himself is credited in great part not only with the

actual survival of the theatre of Russia but with a continued in-

terest and impetus which vitalized the Soviet theatre during the

early years of bloodshed and chaos.

The Bolsheviks, however, could not alone indefinitely pre-

serve an old, or create a new, theatre. This could come only

through the people, and it is to the great and enthusiastic audi-

ences which have greeted the theatre throughout the Soviet
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Union that the vigor, beauty, and excitement of the Soviet the-

atre is in large part due. The Government's share in this has

consisted mainly, of course, first in permission for the develop-

ment of national theatres and theatres for minorities, and sec-

ond, in technical, artistic, and financial assistance. In line with

Soviet policy, these theatres have sought content in past and

present life, manners, social customs and class struggles of the

peoples concerned.

Contrary to American custom, the word '

'theatre" in the

Soviet Union covers not only dramatic representations but opera

and ballet. In this chapter, however, the word is used for

dramatic representations only, and to include the entire unit

necessary for the production.

The material under study tells a colorful and exciting story.

Norris Houghton, using Moscow theatres as typical sources of

inspiration for theatres throughout the Union, writes of the

theatre in the first half of the 1930's when, though highly ex-

perimental, it was at last regaining its balance following the

upheaval of the Revolution and the Civil War. Anita Block gives

an excellent summary of the Soviet aim in the use of the theatre,

and of the work of early playwrights. Joseph Macleod tells the

story from 1937. The impact of the war was yet to be recorded,

but Alexander Werth offers interesting descriptions and per-

sonal opinions of the theatre in Moscow in 1941.

1. A Great Experiment

"All told there are comparatively few genuine regisseur-

producers, with a real comprehension of the specifics of the theatre,

a profound understanding of the actor, creative imagination, a
talent for composition, an independent head and an ideological

sureness."

—A Young Soviet Regisseur

1. Theatre, Actor, and Audience

The theatre in the Soviet Union is based on the repertory system.

Speak of the advantages of collective groups working together for years

until each theatre has "a language especially its own." Mention the dif-

ferent types of theatres : national, minority, for workers, the Red Army,
etc. Note the prevalence in factories, stores, etc., of amateur groups,

each under the patronage of a professional group.

Describe the excitement and growing admiration of Houghton during

his first weeks of theatre-going in Moscow. Tell of his evenings at the

Vakhtangov Theatre, the Moscow Art Theatre, the Meierhold Theatre,
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the Realistic Theatre. Note the variety and rich imagination in methods
of presentation, and the wide range of plays from "La Dame aux
Camelias" to "Days of the Turbins."

Discuss the really marvelous schools in which young actors are

trained for the Soviet Theatre. Note the remarkable creation of whole
theatres in the State Theatre Technicum, and the work of the State

Theatre Institute in training regisseurs and other workers in the theatre.

Explain Houghton's statement that artists of the theatre have been
the darlings of the Government. Mention the actor's important participa-

tion in the life of the community.

Develop the relation of audience and theatre. Explain the primary
function of the theatre as regards its proletarian audience, with especial

reference to the choice of plays. Describe the enthusiasm and apprecia-

tion with which the audience in Moscow greets play and actor. Read
Stanislavsky's amusing account of his difficulties with early Soviet

audiences (Houghton, pp. 225-226).

2. Theatre and Regisseur

Constantin Stanislavsky and Vsevolod Meierhold, two great directors

of old Russia, and Eugene Vakhtangov, a young man just reaching his

artistic maturity in 1917, wielded great influence in the development of

the theatre of the Soviets.

Of the three, Stanislavsky, who died in 1938, was the best known in

this country. In visits to the United States his Moscow Art Theatre

revealed to its audiences a great art. Tell of his meeting in 1897 with

Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko, and their plans for the "theatre of

inner feeling" as contrasted with the "theatre of performance." Sum up

the principles on which the Moscow Art Theatre's masterly style and

system of acting are based.

In the early 1930's Meierhold was one of the most widely discussed

experimental directors in the world. Summarize as simply as possible

his aim, ideas as to sets, use of his actors, exaggeration of detail of

costume and make-up, use of movement, pose, music and lighting, the

pictorial influence of great painters on his work, and his claim to the

privilege of personal interpretation of the classics.

Vakhtangov, in Houghton's opinion, was "the translator of the great

theatrical heritage of Russia into the terms of the modern Soviet stage."

Discuss Vakhtangov's ideas as summed up by Houghton. Note the

collaboration in the Vakhtangov Theatre between regisseur and actor in

creating a production
;

also, the development of different styles accord-

ing to the play and the director, and the consequent flexibility in produc-

tion.

Special References:

The Changing World in Plays and Theatres, by Anita Block, chap. 8.

Moscow Rehearsals, by Norris Houghton.
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Magazines

:

Theatre Arts Monthly, Nov. '35:871, "Conversation with Two Masters"

(Stanislavsky and Meierhold), by Harold Clurman; Sept. '36, "The

Soviet Theatre Speaks for Itself."

Additional References:

The Theatre in Changing Europe, by Thomas H. Dickinson.

The Russian Theatre, by Oliver Sayler.

My Life in Art, by Constantin Stanislavski.

My Life in the Russian Theatre, by V. Nemirovich-Danchenko.

The Contemporary Drama of Russia, by Leo Wiener.

Magazines

:

Theatre Arts Monthly, Nov. '27, 867, "Ten Years of a Revolutionary

Theatre," by Alexander Bakshy; Dec. '30:1037, "The Theatrical

Olympiad in Moscow," by Anna Louise Strong; Nov. '32:883, "The

Horses of Hamlet," by Mordecai Gorelik; Jan. '33:44, "Theatre Out-

post: U.S.S.R.," by Mordecai Gorelik; Nov. '34:842, "Alexander Tish-

ler" (stage designer), by Jay Leyda; Mar. '35:209, "In Lelingrad,"

by Jay Leyda: May T36:349, "Nikolai Akimov" (stage designer), by

Norris Houghton; Sept. '36:694, "Meyerhold Orders Music."

2. Socialist Realism in the Theatre

"But no people, therefore no culture, therefore no theatre, can be

formed of passion alone."

—Macleod

1. The New Theatre

Describe several of the theatres which interest you most for Soviet

audiences: the Azerbaijan or Georgian, for instance, the Gypsy Theatre,

the Daghestan Theatre, kolhoz theatres, etc.

The Revolutionary theatre, in Macleod's opinion, was a makeshift

masterpiece, "a riot of blood and aspiration, hate and love," formed of

the "passionate confusion of whole cities newly awake." This period

passed, and eventually Meierhold and Tairov lost their theatres because

they "eliminated the individual human life." Sum up Macleod's argu-

ment on this point as a definition of Socialist Realism in the theatre.

Fill in the story of the Moscow Art Theatre as Macleod tells it: its

tremendous prestige, its aim, its bewilderment following the Revolution,

its emergence into the Soviet world.

Alexey Popov is perhaps the foremost man in the new Soviet theatre.

Tell of his work with the Central Theatre of the Red Army. Discuss his

production of "The Taming of the Shrew," noting his desire for truth to

way of life and thought in period concerned, his emphasis on joie de vivre,

his use of tapestries in fascinating design of movement and color, his

interpretation of the characters of Petruchio and Katherine, the intro-

duction of diverting mime cameos, the hilarious humor of the entire

production.
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2. The New Repertoire

Macleod says that since 1937 "there has been a spate of new plays,

many of a very high quality." List the outstanding playwrights in the

Union, with a very brief comment on the choice of themes and material

of each. Describe Pogodin and discuss his work, with particular atten-

tion to "The Man With the Gun" and "Kremlin Chimes." Do these plays

explain to some extent the aim of Socialist Realism in playwriting, and
the fascination of the new Soviet theatre for the new Soviet audience?

Discuss briefly the lively popularity of Shakespeare throughout the

Union. Do you agree with the all-Union conference of producers that it is

important to know all there is to be known about Shakespeare's time and

people, and that lacking such information any "interpretation" of

Shakespeare would be mere personal phantasy? Comment on the social

implications of "Hamlet" and "Macbeth" as produced by the Soviets. In

contrast, tell of Popov's staging of "A Midsummer's Night's Dream" as

"an anthem to man, and to love."

For the Soviet theatre in relation to the classics, comment on the

last paragraph on page 215 of The New Soviet Theatre.

Special References:

The Changing World in Plays and Theatre, by Anita Block, chap. 8.

The New Soviet Theatre, by Joseph Macleod.

Magazines

:

Theatre Arts Monthly, Jan. '36:60, "The Rustavelli Theatre," by Jay

Leyda; Apr. '36:283, "Soviet Gypsy Theatre," by Louis Lozowick;

Apr. '40:264, "At the Gypsy Theatre, Moscow, U.S.S.R."

Additional References:

Drama in Wartime Russia, by Henry W. L. Dana.

Moscow War Diary, by Alexander Werth.

Magazines:

American Mercury 56:747-51 (June '43), "Russian Drama Without

Tears," by George Jean Nathan.
Theatre Arts, Nov. '42:682, "Soviet Russia at War," by G. Beiswanger.

Theatre Arts Monthly, Nov. '37:853, "Anna Karenina," by Josef

Youzovsky.

Time 44:48, Oct. 23, '44, "Russia Likes Plays, Too," by John Hersey.



CHAPTER VI

REPRESENTATIVE SOVIET PLAYS

"We all have a 'distant point/ a world in which men shall live

their lives in freedom and happiness. We all think of that, live

for that to the very last second of the last hour. And when death

comes—why, we'll die alive!"

—"Distant Point" (Afinogenov)

Though the quality of plays in the Soviet Union is as good as

the average in other countries in the last thirty years, there is

no outstanding playwright who could be compared either in

range of subject matter or beauty and warmth of expression to

Eugene O'Neill or Maxwell Anderson, for instance, in this coun-

try. The tragic years following the Revolution were not, of

course, conducive to good writing. Government controls and

censorship undoubtedly hampered all but the most talented.

Among the established Russian writers who accepted the Revolu-

tion and worked within the new framework, with the exception

of Gorky, there were unfortunately no particularly good play-

wrights.

Until the middle 1930's, playwrights, like other writers, were

preoccupied with the Soviet Union's struggle for survival and

the Communist program for social and other reform. The indi-

vidual, as compared to the mass of the people, was for the time

being, certainly, of comparative unimportance. Representative

of this period are the six plays edited by Eugene Lyons. One of

them, "Days of the Turbins," is set in the Civil War period, and
five in the periods of the New Economic Policy and the First

Five-Year Plan. With the exception of "Days of the Turbins,"

in their emphasis on training human character these plays clear-

ly illustrate the educational function of drama in a Socialist

state.

After 1936, under a government politically secure and well

on the way to the effective establishment of its social program,
the quality of playwriting improved and the interest in war,

machines, and masses began to give way to an interest in in-

dividuals as such. Tragically, within a very short period atten-

tion was again focused on invasion and war. The seven plays

with introductions by H. W. L. Dana represent the two periods.
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Five of them are war plays written in the white heat of patriot-

ism and to be read as such. Two of them, written in the years of

peace, claim special attention: Vladimir Solovyov's "Field

Marshal Kutuzov," historical drama on a universally interest-

ing subject, Napoleon's defeat in Russia; and Leonid Leonov's

"The Orchards of Polovchansk," a sentient, glowing study of

character.

The twelve playwrights represented are fairly classed as

Soviet playwrights. It is true that the oldest, Michael Bulgakov,

is a product of the old Russian intelligentsia and had already in

1917 reached the age of twenty-six, but since the Revolution, as

actor, journalist, novelist, playwright and director, he has been

an active member of Soviet society. The youngest, Konstantine

Simonov, was born in 1915. Each of the twelve is well-known

in the Union, but of particular interest are Leonov, Nikolai

Pogodin, Alexander Afinogenov, Alexander Korneichuk, Solov-

yov, and Simonov.

Leonov received his training in pre-Revolutionary Russia

but at eighteen left Moscow University to fight against the in-

terventionists in the Civil War. Accepting the Revolution, he

has since become an outstanding Soviet writer, accomplished

both as novelist and playwright. His work demands attention.

The five younger dramatists are products of post-revolution-

ary training. Pogodin has, of course, been enormously popular

in his country, and it is a pity that his work is represented here

not by "The Man With the Gun," or "Kremlin Chimes," but by
"Tempo," his first play and a mediocre piece of work. Of the

two plays by Afinogenov, "On the Eve," an appealing patriotic

war play, upon which he was apparently still working when he

was killed by a bomb in 1941, is fortunately balanced by an

earlier play, "Fear," a serious and thought-provoking piece of

work. His death undoubtedly deprived the Soviet theatre of

an honest and intelligent dramatist. Korneichuk, born in

1905 in the Ukraine, is definitely the product of Communist
training. In youth a Komsomol, he has served for Ukraina as

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs and as Chairman of

the Committee on Art Affairs. His play, "The Front," con-

taining sound criticism of bungling generals, was accepted by
the Soviet Government apparently without prejudice to the

dramatist. The poet, Solovyov, with a vigorous and exciting
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interest in themes from Russia's history, has with it an ability

to write of the past in terms of the present which makes his

work especially interesting. Simonov, twenty-six years of age

when the Germans invaded Russia in 1941, is now known in his

own country and in the United States as newspaper correspon-

dent, playwright, short-story writer, novelist and poet, though

his poetry does not measure up to some of his other work.

1. Instruction Through Drama

Six Soviet Plays, compiled by Eugene Lyons

Certain qualities are common to most of these plays: earnestness,

eagerness, and the directness with which ideas are presented ; humor and

a sense of the ridiculous (particularly evidenced in "Tempo")
;
pleasure

in music, verse, dancing, singing, vodka; emphasis on character and

stamina—the constant demand for self-control, strength of mind, the

will to live and face life; acceptance of sex as a reality to be dealt with

but not as the one dominant reality; source of subject matter; picture of

zealous, extremely hard-working party members; evidence of use of the

theatre as a school for the instruction of the proletariat; confidence in

the future. Discuss.

"Days of the Turbins" (1925) is considered the best of the Soviet

plays dealing with the Civil War and intervention period. Lyons says

that at the first performance by the Moscow Art Theatre in 1926 the

audience, in which were still many Turbins, "wept and became hys-

terical." Is the cause of the Turbins sufficiently presented for the

foreigner to feel the tragedy of their loss of faith in their cause?

Compare "Squaring the Circle" (1928) as a popular Soviet comedy
with any one of our own—such as "Room Service," "Three Men on a

Horse," "Kiss and Tell," "Snafu," etc. Does it have the same good

humor, high spirits, ridiculous antics? Does the social purpose intrude

on, or contribute to, the fun?

"Tempo" (1929) and "Bread" (1930), typical propaganda plays of the

period of the First Five-Year Plan, pit the honest, clever party member
against, in the first, the bungling saboteur, and in the second, the

dishonest kulak. Of the two, "Bread" is the better play, though "Tempo"
is interesting in its revelation of the Soviet problem of laziness, back-

wardness and ignorance in early peasant workers. Clash of individual

privileges and a battle of wits makes of "Bread" a play interesting not

merely to Soviet citizens. Recalling the ruthless liquidation of kulaks,

do you consider "Bread" an adequate presentation of a phase of the

Soviet Government's problem of the well-to-do, influential peasant?

Discuss party discipline and solidarity as pictured in this play.

Though "Inga" (1928) is an entertaining study of Soviet women and
a lesson in Communist aims and morality, it has to do also with problems

common to all : a career vs. love, the "liberated" woman vs. the submis-

sive wife, responsibility to the child, marital obligations. Discuss the
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characterizations of Inga and Glafeera, with especial reference to the

Communist ideal of the responsible woman. Is there any divergence

from ordinary social attitudes in Inga's hesitancy in the face of Dmitri's

wife and child, in the general condemnation of Inga and Dmitri and
sympathy for Glafeera, in the love of the parents for the child Valka,

and in Somov's vision of the family (pp. 357-360) ?

"Fear" (1931) is a play particularly interesting today. The problem

of the atomic bomb has posed for all the question of science as an instru-

ment of politics. Present the arguments of Elena and her friends who
believe science should be used as a political instrument for the good of

mankind, noting particularly Elena's speech on page 408 beginning,

"But the main point is, that everybody laughed at me." Sum up the

arguments of Borodin and Klara in Scene 7. Is the climax of Klara's

speech effective?

Discuss Klara as a representative party member. Compare her fierce

ruthlessness in the class struggle with the poetry of her description of

the function of art (p. 405). Note that in both instances she is following

the "party line."

Does Afinogenov make his point that the class war is stronger than

fear?

Additional References : (For both topics)

The Changing World in Plays and Theatre, by Anita Block, chap. 8.

Voices of October: Art and Literature in Soviet Russia, by Joseph

Freeman.

Moscow Rehearsals, by Norris Houghton.

The New Soviet Theatre, by Joseph Macleod.

Soviet One Act Plays, selected by Herbert Marshall.

An Outline of Modern Russian Literature, by Ernest J. Simmons.

Magazines: Theatre Arts, Mar. '42:169, "Afinogenov," by H. W. L. Dana;

and "The London Scene, Midwinter View," by Ashley Dukes, p. 178.

2. Peace and Patriotism

Seven Soviet Plays, with introductions by H. W. L. Dana
"Field Marshal Kutuzov" is absorbing historical drama. Discuss the

social point of view from which it is written and the characterization of

Kutuzov as a people's hero. Note particularly the sympathetic and

moving portrayal of Bagration, the compassionate handling of the

peasants, and the hard light thrown on Napoleon and his generals. Point

out in some detail the play's value to the Soviet Union as patriotic and

educational material.

The dramatic tradition of Chekhov is not dead in the Soviet Union

as "The Orchards of Polovchansk" proves. Draw the parallel in scene

between this play and "The Cherry Orchard," pointing out the contrast

in temperament and outlook between the two families (note Dana's

introductory remarks, p. vi), and the interest in character and atmos-

phere rather than plot. Analyze the sources of the play's charm : the at-
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mosphere of family solidarity, affection, and tenderness; humor and

poetic understanding in character portrayal, especially the delightful

drawing of Maccaveyev; in contrast, the restrained drawing of Pylyayev;

the moving contrast of temperamental vigor and confidence to personal

understanding in character portrayal, especially the delightful drawing

of Maccaveyev; in contrast, the restrained drawing of Pylyayev; the

moving contrast of temperamental vigor and confidence to personal

tragedy; convincing expression of dedication to work and pride in

achievement; delightful course of love affairs; contagious admiration

and affection of the author for most of his characters ; etc.

"On the Eve," "Smoke of the Fatherland," and "Engineer Sergeyev,"

are rousing melodrama. Are they also good honest propaganda to stir a

people to defense of a new civilization in old fatherlands? Discuss.

In her Theatre Arts review of the New York Theatre Guild's pro-

duction of "The Russian People," Rosamond Gilder caught the essence

of the play and its characters. Read and discuss this review, or selec-

tions from it.

The striking characteristic of "The Front," a piece of deliberate criti-

cism, is the lack of violence and bitterness in the writing. Compare it,

for instance, with any one or two plays in our own social theatre

—

"Waiting for Lefty," "Bury the Dead," or "Hymn to the Rising Sun."

These plays present their problems in furious, scorching terms that point

toward, but do not offer, a solution. Is the calmer Soviet play equally

effective in rousing the reader? Do you feel that it was written with one

eye on the Government, or would you say that it is an indication of a

healthy will to constructive self-criticism in the Soviet Union?

Special References:

The Best Short Plays of the Social Theatre, edited by William Kozlenko.

Magazine: Theatre Arts, Mar. '43:141.
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